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INTRODUCTION

When conducting surveys, one of the biggest problems organizations face is a low response
rate. Your survey can follow all best practices — a well-deﬁned goal, a clear target population,
simple and straightforward questions — and still fall short of receiving a sufﬁcient number of
responses. So, the question becomes this: how can you encourage survey responses without
jeopardizing the integrity of your results? To answer this question, we must ﬁrst understand why
participants complete surveys in the ﬁrst place. It is generally understood that there are four
main reasons why participants respond to surveys:
1. Altruism - To be helpful to the researcher or society
2. Interest in the research topic
3. Perceived self-beneﬁt - by responding to survey, products or services will improve
4. Direct incentives
Numerous studies have proven that it is hard to predict the presence of the ﬁrst three motivators
mentioned above in survey target populations. That leaves direct incentives as the only
motivator under the control of the surveyor, i.e., you.

“Kate Farms saw a 271% increase in survey response rate over
previous surveys with a 83% reduction in survey completion
time” - Vanessa Millovich, Kate Farms
What is an Incentive?
An incentive is an extrinsic motivator which rewards participants for completing the desired
behaviour i.e., completing the survey. In exchange for completing a survey, respondents are
given an incentive, such as cash, or gift cards. Incentives come in numerous forms and are
universally recognized as a way to not only increase response rates but also thank
respondents for their time.
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It is important to note that if care is not taken, extravagant incentives can distort responses or
can attract the wrong target population. Research indicates that when used correctly, the
appropriate incentives do not change the reliability of data by respondents. Using incentives
“correctly” can be a hard line to walk. Here is an overview of the types of incentives you may
want to consider, the pros and cons of each, and ﬁnally some typical practices in providing
survey incentives:

Types of incentives
There are two main types of incentives, namely monetary and non-monetary: Monetary
incentives are items that can be assigned a dollar value such as cash, gift cards, and coupons
while non-monetary incentives include items such as thank you gifts, a free notebook,
brochure, or charity donation. Consideration should be given to matching the type of incentive
with the target audience, survey subject matter, and messaging to optimize response rates.

Monetary Incentives
When it comes to increasing response rates, research shows that monetary incentives are the
most effective option. This is primarily due to ﬂexibility and offering a solution with broad
appeal across the target audience. As might be expected, the greater the value, the higher the
response rate.

Extremely large incentives:
1. Call into question the reliability of responses.
2. Tend to lose potency at a certain value.
While there is no perfect amount or value for a survey incentive, you should keep in mind a) the
budget for your survey, b) how you will provide the incentive, and c) your target population. For
example, if your target population is busy and/or high earning individuals, your incentive will
need to be greater than for a lower income earners.

Prepaid vs Promised
Once you have decided which type of incentive to offer, you must also decide on the delivery
of the incentive. A prepaid incentive is one you give to everyone who receives the invite
regardless of whether they respond or not. In online surveys, gift cards are often utilized using
either method, often depending on the complexity of the survey. More complex surveys often
rely on promised incentives to assure completion
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Pre-paid incentives coupled with TruCentive's 100% refund on unopened gift cards can be an
incredibly cost effective solution for researchers. Additionally, although counterintuitive, a prepaid incentive has a much higher impact on response rate than a promised incentive. Prepaid
incentives also allow for a smaller incentive when compared with a promised incentive.
Therefore, a $10 pre-paid incentive will generate more responses than a $10 promised
incentive. The American Statistical Association found that a prepaid incentive provides an
almost 3x increase in response rate over a promised incentive. TruCentive enables both
promised and prepaid incentives. An additional option is to “gate” your eGift delivery with a
participant speciﬁc code to be sent to the recipient after completing the survey. This entices the
participant with the actual incentive; it just can’t be activated without the code.

Lottery vs Guaranteed Incentive
Once you have made the above decisions, if you choose a promised incentive, one of your
ﬁnal choices will be whether to offer a lottery or guaranteed incentive. A guaranteed incentive
delivers your incentive to everyone who participates in the survey while a lottery only awards a
certain number or percentage of the participants. While guaranteed incentives have been
shown to increase response rates for surveys since everyone who completes the survey is
rewarded for their time, there is no conclusive evidence on the impact of lottery incentives. To
date, research hasn't been able to deﬁnitively show that offering a sweepstakes incentive is
more effective at increasing response rates than offering no incentive at all.
Furthermore, lotteries are generally more difﬁcult to administer as they will often require
registration and government approval. If given the option, a guaranteed incentive yields better
results and fewer regulatory risks.

Why Should I Use an Incentive?
Incentives offer a multitude of beneﬁts when it comes to improving surveys. Due to a
phenomenon known as the “norm of reciprocity”, survey recipients who receive an incentive
feel obligated to do a better job on the survey. This effect improves surveys in a few ways, the
ﬁrst being the positive effect that incentives have on response rates. For example, in a recent
study, a $10 incentive offer was useful in encouraging participants to respond to a survey. The
likelihood of returning a survey increased by 30% for those who received an incentive offer and
the results showed no signiﬁcant differences in response completeness between those who
received an incentive offer and those who did not.
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Additionally, several published studies indicate that the use of incentives reduces nonresponses and uninformative answers such as “I don't know”, “I'm unsure”, or “no answer.” It was
also noted in a study published by Public Opinion Quarterly that respondents who received
incentives have lengthier answers to open-ended questions.
Standard Incentive Practices

The following have become standard guidelines in offering incentives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prepaid incentives (included with the survey) yield higher response than no
incentives or incentives paid after survey response, for all types of surveys
Monetary incentives yield higher response rates than merchandise
Response rates increase as the amount of money paid increases, but it has
been shown there is a decreasing rate of impact.
Small, individual incentives work better than drawings or sweepstakes for a
chance to win a larger incentive

Some Caveats
There are a few important things to remember when administering incentives. As mentioned
above, while incentives deﬁnitely increase response rates, this does not necessarily mean that
your survey is unbiased. Another aspect to consider is that your response rate might be high
enough without the use of an incentive. At this point, the potential risks of utilizing an incentive
might not be worth it.
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INTRODUCTION

There are also a few things you can do to improve your response rates without the use of an
incentive. For example, you can shorten questions and add reminders. TruCentive offers the
opportunity to send up to three fully customized reminders to recipients as a way of
encouraging responses.

Conclusion
Even in these uncertain times, B2B marketers are ﬁnding new and unique ways to
connect with buyers, partners and communities to better understand their preferences.
Incentives provide a great way to target hard to reach populations and signiﬁcantly boost
survey response rates. And while there are numerous factors to consider, there are extensive
guidelines and options for you to tailor your use of incentives to maximize both response rates
and program ROI. TruCentive offers a broad array of product options as well as the necessary
resources to help make your next program a success.
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